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using online social networking sites, like facebook, allows you to reach hundreds of people in a single post.
based upon the content posted, messages can be generated to forward to individuals or groups of people. i've

frequently seen these messages get a reply to 10 to 20 people within 1-2 days. do this more than once a month
and it can build your following. broadcasting is a great way to share your beliefs. it isn't difficult to send a 90

second video to several of your friends or even more groups. if you use the online social network as your
broadcast platform, your messages are just another post on your friend's wall. since they are viewing your

messages on a wall that links them to the online players from 100's of churches around the world, they don't
realize that its you, the local preacher in your church. it's your church and you are reaching them on the merits

of the faith. online social networks are fast becoming the next big thing in marketing. for churches, reaching
people around the world and keeping their attention for a long period of time is a key. today's churches are

notoriously poor at reaching people, especially when it comes to getting people excited about christianity. the
internet and online social networks are an excellent way to use communications technology to bring people
together and get them excited about your church, faith or ideas. mobile phone technology is also becoming
increasingly important in today's marketplace. most churchgoers today have at least one mobile phone that

they use throughout the course of a week. having a mobile number is a powerful piece of information to have in
marketing, both good and bad.
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my kids have offered me several jobs as a landlord. the first was a really good
one - a glass apartment in downtown. the problem was that it is a double.

before i could accept, i asked my boys if they want to move. they both said
no, because they liked their friends around. they aren't ashamed to tell you
that they play fortnite instead of having friends over to watch tv, and they

like that they have a bunch of friends who seem like a kind of extended
family. it seems that their real-world friendships are evolving into a game-like

status. everyone's skills are evolving - whether it's with minecraft, piano or
fortnite. there's little ceiling for human potential and there are new areas of
gaming every single day. the kids i speak to say they don't like call of duty

because their friends are always online and they can't really play by
themselves. fortnite lets them kick off where they left off. they spend a lot of
time on their smartphone, but as they do there's a side project. this is when

they take part in community building activity in the game, which they
collectively call "competitive." they create teams, decide on the leader,

choose the name, and look for sticks, large or small, that they can use as
weapons. they can hack as a group, but they like to play "take over" missions

where they have to defend their base from attack. one game they play
together is "uproar," which they describe as "a game where you can hunt

your friends." in this game you can capture your friends using an invisibility
shield that the game had created. all you have to do is go invisible and click
until the shield is gone. there's no stealth combat, and it's easy to get hit or

captured, so players must be vigilant and try to target their oppponent with a
well-placed arrow while they've got a shield up. 5ec8ef588b
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